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A Billionaire Wolf for Christmas
WHO IS REALLY THE MONSTER? Nineteen year old Callan Sanclaire has cared for his mother, and
helped her cope with her illness, ever since his father was killed seven years ago. Except she does not have any
ordinary illness but a curse which turns her into a werewolf at the night of the full moon. Since discovering
her curse, Callan always feared a visit from the mysterious company called Lycorp, a group of werewolf
hunters who are determined to keep the world safe from those suffering with the curse. When his mother is
taken by Lycorp, Callan must find a way to infiltrate the company from the inside. But first he must endure a
gruelling job interview which will test his breaking point. The Wolf Trials might be the death of him.

Wolf Land
Grace is fascinated by the wolves in the woods behind her house; one yellow-eyed wolf in particular. Every
winter, she watches him, but every summer, he disappears. Sam leads two lives. In winter, he stays in the
frozen woods, with the protection of the pack. In summer, he has a few precious months to be human . . .
until the cold makes him shift back again. When Grace and Sam finally meet, they realize they can't bear to
be apart. But as winter nears, Sam must fight to stay human - or risk losing himself, and Grace, for ever.

The Spanish Conquest in America and Its Relation to the History of Slavery and to the
Government of Colonies
Book 1 in Terry Spear's Heart of the Wolf series Their forbidden love may get them both killed. Bella is a red
werewolf, sole survivor of the fire that killed her entire pack. Devlyn is a beta male werewolf in a pack of
grays. Forced to flee her adopted gray pack when the alpha male becomes a vicious threat, she struggles to
live as a lone wolf, until Devlyn, the gray male who rescued her as a pup, comes to bring her home. When a
local red werewolf goes on a killing spree, Bella and Devlyn must flee the murderer, the police and their
vengeful pack leader. With the full moon rising, and her heat upon her, Bella can't resist the pull to her
destined mate, even if means Devlyn will have to face the wicked alpha male in a fight to the death A sizzling
paranormal romance based on extensive research on how wolves live and behave in the wild, creating a
fascinating world of nature and fantasy. Heart of the Wolf Series: Heart of the Wolf (Book 1) To Tempt the
Wolf (Book 2) Legend of the White Wolf (Book 3) Seduced by the Wolf (Book 4) Praise for USA Today
bestseller Terry Spear: "You will be turning pages well into the night." -Sandy Blair, author of A Highlander
For Christmas "A fast-paced, sexy read with lots of twists and turns! A fascinating paranormal world with a
hot hero, a smart heroine and dark villains." -Nicole North, author of Devil in a Kilt "Warm and sexy; Terry
Spear is a great new voice in the paranormal romance genre." -Cathy Clamp, USA Today bestselling author
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Gardens of the Righteous
Book 1 in Terry Spear's Silver Town Wolf Series All she wants is the truth Lelandi Wildhaven is determined
to discover the truth about her beloved sister's mysterious death. But everyone thinks she's out to make a bid
for her sister's widowed mate. He's a pack leader tormented by memories Darien Silver blames himself for his
mate's death. When her twin arrives in his town, he finds himself bewitched, and when someone attempts to
silence her, he realizes that protecting the beautiful stranger might be the only way to protect his pack—and
himself. Silver Town Wolf Series: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf Fever (Book 2) Dreaming of the Wolf
(Book 3) Silence of the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf for Christmas (Book 5) Praise for Heart of the Wolf: A
Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year "The vulpine couple's chemistry crackles off the page." —Publishers
Weekly "Centers on pack problems in a refreshingly straightforward way. The characters are well drawn and
believable, which makes the contemporary plotline of love and life among the lupus garou seem, well,
realistic." —Romantic Times "A sensual, action—packed read that you won't want to miss." —Shape Shifter
Romance "Full of action, adventure, suspense, and romance— one of the best werewolf stories I've read!"
—Fallen Angel Reviews "A lively read that keeps the reader on their feet, and an excellent addition to the
serious wolf—lover's library. When it comes to authenticity, this novel truly embodies the 'heart of the
wolf'."—Jennifer L. James, Montestruc, Book Fetish

Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Mac is loving his life within Cam's new Pack in the US, particularly loving his part-time work in Chastity's
new orphanage for abandoned, or abused, Shifter kids. Life is good, almost perfect. Then his beast starts
acting strange and what entails tests him beyond anything he's ever dealt with in his life. A dilemma that can
only end in one of two ways: unending misery or a lifetime of joy. Cam and Chastity are relishing their life as
newly mated and as the Alphas of their new Pack when their world gets turned on its end. They're thrust on a
mission to rescue a hybrid Shifter baby and they also have their own dilemma and news that will bring the
Pack a happiness that none of them would have thought. That is, if all goes as planned, and with Cam and
Chastity, that is rarely the case. Another hot and suspenseful addition to A K Michaels' best-selling shifter
series.

The Tenderness of Wolves
Rebel
Shortly after the Civil War, the U.S. Army is commissioned to oversee Yellowstone Park in a bid to protect
the wildlife within its bounds from trappers, miners and hunters. But some beasts will always be considered
more valuable than others, and some men will do anything to acquire wealth. Within days, two rogue cavalry
officers furtively enter the park and steal a white she-wolf from her den. Little do those men realize, however,
that the she-wolf is also highly valued by her pack, and that they will do anything to retrieve her Three
Wolves is a fable, told not through the eyes of men, but wolves, as they engage on a very dangerous quest to
return the she-wolf to her den in the Unnamed Valley. It is a tale of hope and courage, of omens, dreams and
superstition, and one in which you may at last be persuaded to believe that wolves know more about nature
and the earth than men.

New Beginnings
When Rock Wolfe was fourteen, he tried to kill his father. Twenty years later, someone else finished the job.
Now Rock is returning to New York for the reading of the billionaire's will. No way did Derek Wolfe leave
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anything to his oldest son, but according to Rock's brother, his presence is required. Estate attorney Lacey
Ward isn't looking forward to the reading. None of Derek Wolfe's children will be happy, least of all his
oldest. When Rock enters the conference room, Lacey is stunned. He's a rebel--a biker all muscled and
gorgeous in black leather. This won't be easy, especially since she can't stop staring at him. Rock pays no
attention to the reading. He's lost in a fantasy of bending his father's hot attorney over a desk. He's not a
commitment kind of guy, though, and she screams white picket fence. Sparks fly between them, but the
murder lurks in the back of their minds. Rock knows all his family's secretsor so he thinks. Mysteries seem to
hide everywhere--mysteries that threaten not only his and Lacey's future but their lives as well.

Wolf Fever
Two wolf shifters find love in this fabulous paranormal romance from bestselling author Terry
SpearPARANORMAL ROMANCEIn a town run by a werewolf pack, Brett Silver is a model wolf shifter
citizen, but he has an ulterior motive. He donates a grand piano to the newly remodeled Silver Town Hotel
only to get closer to the owner, the beautiful she-wolf Ellie MacTire. Ellie's frustrated by Brett's refusal to
believe her unique ability to commune with the dead. As they wrangle over the piano, and mysterious guests
who are causing trouble throughout the town, Brett questions how one gift could turn so
complicated--especially when he thought it would win Ellie over for good.

Silence of the Wolf
The Wolf Wilder
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer
whenever he told a lie and who wanted more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master
Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too
hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto
drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus
begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for
children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and
his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's literature and has spawned
many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version full of
harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.

By the Shores of Silver Lake
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Wall Street Journal O: The Oprah
Magazine BookPage Kirkus Reviews Booklist School Library Journal In this striking literary
debut, Carol Rifka Brunt unfolds a moving story of love, grief, and renewal as two lonely people become the
unlikeliest of friends and find that sometimes you don’t know you’ve lost someone until you’ve found
them. NATIONAL BESTSELLER NAMED A FAVORITE READ BY GILLIAN FLYNN WINNER
OF THE ALEX AWARD 1987. There’s only one person who has ever truly understood fourteen-year-old
June Elbus, and that’s her uncle, the renowned painter Finn Weiss. Shy at school and distant from her older
sister, June can only be herself in Finn’s company; he is her godfather, confidant, and best friend. So when
he dies, far too young, of a mysterious illness her mother can barely speak about, June’s world is turned
upside down. But Finn’s death brings a surprise acquaintance into June’s life—someone who will help
her to heal, and to question what she thinks she knows about Finn, her family, and even her own heart. At
Finn’s funeral, June notices a strange man lingering just beyond the crowd. A few days later, she receives a
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package in the mail. Inside is a beautiful teapot she recognizes from Finn’s apartment, and a note from
Toby, the stranger, asking for an opportunity to meet. As the two begin to spend time together, June realizes
she’s not the only one who misses Finn, and if she can bring herself to trust this unexpected friend, he just
might be the one she needs the most. An emotionally charged coming-of-age novel, Tell the Wolves I’m
Home is a tender story of love lost and found, an unforgettable portrait of the way compassion can make us
whole again. Praise for Tell the Wolves I’m Home “A dazzling debut novel.”—O: The Oprah Magazine
“This compassionate and vital novel will rivet readers until the very end. . . . The narrative is as tender and
raw as an exposed nerve, pulsing with the sharpest agonies and ecstasies of the human
condition.”—BookPage “Tremendously moving.”—The Wall Street Journal “Transcendent . . .
Peopled by characters who will live in readers’ imaginations long after the final page is turned, Brunt’s
novel is a beautifully bittersweet mixture of heartbreak and hope.”—Booklist (starred review) “Carol Rifka
Brunt establishes herself as an emerging author to watch.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune “Touching and
ultimately hopeful.”—People Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle
for author chats and more.

Wolves in the Land of Salmon
"Medieval romance at its best!" --Virginia Henley, NY Times Bestselling Author HE WOULD NOT BE
DENIED HIS PRIZE Sir Renaud de Pierrepont, the Norman knight known as the Red Wolf for the beast he
slayed with his bare hands, hoped to gain lands with his sword. A year after the Conquest, King William
rewards his favored knight with Talisand, the lands of an English thegn slain at Hastings, and orders him to
wed Lady Serena, the heiress that goes with them. SHE WOULD LOVE HIM AGAINST HER WILL Serena
wants nothing to do with the fierce warrior to whom she has been unwillingly given, the knight who may
have killed her father. When she learns the Red Wolf is coming to claim her, she dyes her flaxen hair brown
and flees, disguised as a servant, determined to one day regain her lands. But her escape goes awry and she is
brought back to live among her people, though not unnoticed by the new Norman lord. Deprived of his
promised bride, the Red Wolf turns his attention to the comely servant girl hoping to woo her to his bed. But
the wench resists, claiming she hates all Normans. As the passion between them rises, Serena wonders, can
she deny the Norman her body? Or her heart?

Silver Town Wolf: Home for the Holidays
Long considered an icon of the wild, wolves capture our imagination and spark controversy. Humans are the
adult wolf’s only true natural predator; its return to the old-growth forests and wild coastlines of the Pacific
Northwest renews age-old questions about the value of wildlands and wildlife. As the vivid stories unfold in
this riveting and timely book, wolves emerge as smart, complex players uniquely adapted to the vast
interdependent ecosystem of this stunning region. Observing them at close range, David Moskowitz explores
how they live, hunt, and communicate, tracing their biology and ecology through firsthand encounters in the
wildlands of the Northwest. In the process he challenges assumptions about their role and the impact of even
well-meaning human interventions.

The Darkest King
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The untold stories behind The Office, one of the most
iconic television shows of the twenty-first century, told by its creators, writers, and actors When did you last
hang out with Jim, Pam, Dwight, Michael, and the rest of Dunder Mifflin? It might have been back in 2013,
when the series finale aired . . . or it might have been last night, when you watched three episodes in a row.
But either way, long after the show first aired, it’s more popular than ever, and fans have only one
problem—what to watch, or read, next. Fortunately, Rolling Stone writer Andy Greene has that answer. In
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his brand-new oral history, The Office: The Untold Story of the Greatest Sitcom of the 2000s, Greene will
take readers behind the scenes of their favorite moments and characters. Greene gives us the true inside story
behind the entire show, from its origins on the BBC through its impressive nine-season run in America, with
in-depth research and exclusive interviews. Fans will get the inside scoop on key episodes from "The
Dundies" to "Threat Level Midnight" and "Goodbye, Michael," including behind-the-scenes details like the
battle to keep it on the air when NBC wanted to pull the plug after just six episodes and the failed attempt to
bring in James Gandolfini as the new boss after Steve Carell left, spotlighting the incredible, genre-redefining
show created by the family-like team, who together took a quirky British import with dicey prospects and
turned it into a primetime giant with true historical and cultural significance. Hilarious, heartwarming, and
revelatory, The Office gives fans and pop culture buffs a front-row seat to the phenomenal sequence of events
that launched The Office into wild popularity, changing the face of television and how we all see our office
lives for decades to come.

Dilemmas
All's Fair in Love and Wolf
When a strange howling is heard and a rabbit is torn to shreds, everyone thinks that Grady's new dog is
responsible, and Grady is determined to prove them wrong.

Heart of the Wolf
The Jungle Book
"this is what werewolf horror is supposed to feel like: gruesome, bloody, dark, angry, messy, and downright
terrifying." - Howling Libraries Aside from a quaint amusement park, the small town of Lakeview offers little
excitement for Duane, Savannah, and their friends. They’re about to endure their ten-year high school
reunion when their lives are shattered by the arrival of an ancient, vengeful evil. The werewolf. The first attack
leaves seven dead and four wounded. And though the beast remains on the loose and eager to spill more
blood, the sleepy resort town is about to face an even greater terror. Because the four victims of the
werewolf’s fury are changing. They’re experiencing unholy desires and unimaginable cravings. They’ll
prey on the innocent and the depraved. They’ll settle old scores and act on their basest desires. Soon,
they’ll plunge the entire town into nightmare. Lakeview is about to become Wolf Land. FLAME TREE
PRESS is the new fiction imprint of Flame Tree Publishing. Launched in 2018 the list brings together brilliant
new authors and the more established; the award winners, and exciting, original voices.

The Wolf Trials (Lycorp Book One)
New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter returns with a brand-new addition to her explosive
Lords of the Underworld series featuring William, the story her fans have been clamoring for. A merciless
prince feared by all Cursed by a vengeful witch, William of the Dark will die if he ever falls in love –
murdered by the woman who steals his heart. His lone shot at redemption is a book filled with indecipherable
code. Break the code, break the curse. Now, centuries later, he’s condemned to a string of one-night
standsuntil he finds the only woman in the worlds able to set him free. A rare creature of myth and power
One of the last living unicorn shifters, Sunday ‘Sunny’ Lane works from the shadows as a cryptanalyst, on
the run from assassins and poachers. Then the darkly seductive William abducts her, holding her captive in
Hell. The closer they get, the more she hungers for his touchand the stronger a mystical desire to kill him
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becomes Both forever doomed? At war with his brother, Lucifer, and determined to become a king of the
underworld at long last, William must resist the irreverent beauty who threatens his future. But every day
Sunny tempts him more, his hunger for her unmatched. Will he risk his heart – and his life – or will the
curse ensure his end?

Sword and Citadel
For use in schools and libraries only. Accused of a crime he did not commit, Crispin has been declared a
"wolf's head." That means he may be killed on sight, by anyone. If he wishes to remain alive, he must flee his
tiny village.

The Red Wolf's Prize
Book 3 in Terry Spear's Silver Town Wolf Series A FIERCE HUNTER Alicia Greiston is a no-nonsense
bounty hunter determined to bring a ring of mobsters to justice. Her dogged pursuit of the crime family has
forced her to avoid relationships- any man would only become a target for retribution. Luckily, Jake Silver is
more than a man, and his instincts are telling him to stop at nothing to protect her. AN ANIMAL PASSION
However, the mob isn't entirely human either, and soon Alicia must flee for her life. When Alicia and Jake's
passion begins to spill over into their dreams, Jake learns he will have to do more than defend her- he'll have
to show his mate the way of the wolf. Silver Town Wolf Series: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf Fever
(Book 2) Dreaming of the Wolf (Book 3) Silence of the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf Christmas (Book 5)
Praise for Wolf Forever: "Riveting and entertainingmakes one want to devour the rest of Terry Spear's
books."-Fresh Fiction "Sensual, passionate, and very well writtenanother winnter of a story."-The Long and
Short of It "A must readthe chemistry is sizzling."-RomFan Reviews "Full of nail-biting suspense, sexy scenes,
and plenty of hot alphasSpear knows how to keep her readers riveted."-Love Passion Romance

Bayou Wolf
Grant, Alpha of the Pack in the Highlands, returns home triumphantly with his special mate by his side.
Blessed by the Goddess herself, as their two hearts beat as one. Anxious to show her off to his Pack he cannot
foresee what is about to unfold. Not everyone within the Pack is happy to see his return and even less pleased
that he brings back an American as Alpha She-Wolf. A Father whose jealousy eats at his soul, changing him
forever and putting him on a course that will lead to devastation and heartache. A childhood friend who is
capable of the worst kind of betrayal that leaves Grant with a heart wrenching dilemma. Can Grant keep his
soul-mate safe? And at what cost to him, her, and the Pack? Continue the story of The Highland Wolf Clan
series with this novella of Grant and Shelly's return to Scotland. Hot Alpha males, sexy Wolves, and chilling
discoveries abound in this latest addition to this hot Paranormal Shifter series

The Silver Sword
When her teenage son disappears in the aftermath of a brutal murder, a determined mother sets out from her
snow-covered nineteenth-century settlement to find him, an effort that is hampered by vigilante groups and
the harrowing forces of nature. A first novel. Winner of the 2006 Costa Book of the Year. Reprint. 100,000
first printing.

Three Wolves
Malcolm Gladwell's provocative new #1 bestseller -- now in paperback. Three thousand years ago on a
battlefield in ancient Palestine, a shepherd boy felled a mighty warrior with nothing more than a pebble and a
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sling-and ever since, the names of David and Goliath have stood for battles between underdogs and giants.
David's victory was improbable and miraculous. He shouldn't have won. Or should he? In DAVID AND
GOLIATH, Malcolm Gladwell challenges how we think about obstacles and disadvantages, offering a new
interpretation of what it means to be discriminated against, suffer from a disability, lose a parent, attend a
mediocre school, or endure any number of other apparent setbacks. In the tradition of Gladwell's previous
bestsellers-The Tipping Point, Blink, Outliers and What the Dog Saw-DAVID AND GOLIATH draws upon
history, psychology and powerful story-telling to reshape the way we think of the world around us.

The Wolves of Midwinter
"The best of holiday romancesa howling good time."—Long and Short Reviews for A Silver Wolf Christmas
Silver Town is howling with Christmas cheer Gray wolves Meghan MacTire and Sheriff Peter Jorgenson plan
to spend the rest of their lives together, and what better time to start forever than Christmas? But they are
both harboring dark secrets that are about to surface and threaten their future together. With holiday magic
in the air and all Silver Town ready to celebrate, Meghan and Peter have to conquer the past if they're to have
any hope of celebrating this Christmas together. Silver Town Wolf series: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf
Fever (Book 2) Dreaming of the Wolf (Book 3) Silence of the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf Christmas (Book
5) Alpha Wolf Need Not Apply (Book 6) Between a Wolf and a Hard Place (Book 7) All's Fair in Love and
Wolf (Book 8) Silver Town Wolf: Home for the Holidays (Book 9) Praise for Terry Spear's holiday
romances: "A holiday treat—romance that sizzles and entertains."—Fresh Fiction for A Highland Wolf
Christmas "Delectablea 'Recommended Read' for Christmas and all year long!"—Romance Junkies for A
SEAL Wolf Christmas "Sensuous, heartwarming romance, enhanced by an adorable wolf pup and
wintertime fun."—Library Journal for A Very Jaguar Christmas "An enchanting tale of kismet—werewolf
style!"—Fresh Fiction for Dreaming of a White Wolf Christmas

Tell the Wolves I'm Home
Book 2 in Terry Spear's Silver Town Wolf Series She may be his destiny, but she's not his first choice Hospital
nurse and newly turned red werewolf Carol Woods is being pressured by her pack leader to find a mate, but
he's the only guy in the pack who remotely attracts her. Why is he playing so hard to get? The fate of the pack
rests on his shoulders Gray pack leader Ryan McKinley doesn't want anything to do with Carol unless she's
willing to embrace her wolf nature-no matter how beautiful she is. But when a virus infects the local lupus
garou pack, Ryan realizes just how wrong he's been not to seize the moment with the woman he's come to
love. And now, it may be too late Silver Town Wolf Series: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf Fever (Book
2) Dreaming of the Wolf (Book 3) Silence of the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf Christmas (Book 5) Praise for
Terry Spear's To Tempt the Wolf : "Ms. Spear's has spun a web of drama that pulled me in Get it; read it;
you'll love it!" -Romance Reader at Heart "A paranormal romp that sizzles! Action-packed romance and
suspense-filled plot add up to pure magic. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough. Terry Spear is a great
addition to the paranormal genre!" -Armchair Interviews

Crispin
A collection of Muslim traditions.

Between a Wolf and a Hard Place
In the days before the Russian Revolution, twelve-year-old Feodora sets out to rescue her mother when the
Tsar's Imperial Army imprisons her for teaching tamed wolves to fend for themselves.
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Silver Town Wolf: Home for the Holidays
When the wolves' own blood betrays them, they risk their lives to find a miracle. Wolf shifter Dr. Aidan
Denali has been working day and night to find a cure for werewolves' alarmingly sudden decline in lifespan.
The key to the problem eludes him. But when Aidan grudgingly leaves his work to do some holiday
shopping, he meets a remarkable she-wolf whose mysterious pack could bring him one step closer to the
answer. Dr. Holly Gray is thrilled to meet the wolf who's been working so hard to help others. Now, it's her
turn to help him. But while their attraction is sizzling, the packs are at odds, and the danger is increasing. It's
going to take a holiday miracle for Holly and Aidan to get themselves—and their loved ones—out of this
alive Billionaire Wolf series: Billionaire in Wolf's Clothing (Book 1) A Billionaire Wolf for Christmas (Book
2) What People Are Saying About Terry Spear's Wolf Shifters: "Packed with adventure Magnificently
entertaining."—RT Book Reviews TOP PICK for Billionaire in Wolf's Clothing, 4 1 2 Stars "Spear has
become a master storyteller."—RT Book Reviews for Alpha Wolf Need Not Apply, 4 Stars "Nobody does
werewolf romances like Terry Spear. The romance sizzles, the mystery intrigues, and the characters
shine."—The Royal Reviews

David and Goliath
In the first installment of Spear's bold, sexy White Wolf series, a romance writer's life is changed forever when
a white puppy bites her and turns her into an Arctic wolf shifter. Original.

A Highlander's Return
Number five in the Little House Books series brings the Ingalls family further west in search of a new home.
Dangers come from humans as they encounter claim jumping murderers and unpaid workers causing near
riot. Meanwhile, Mary must come to grips with her new life as a blind person. “One of the phenomenal
achievements in modern literature for children, a genuine chronicle of American life and of family life at their
equal best. Through these books Laura Ingalls of the 1870’s and ‘80’s has stepped from the pages of the
past into the flesh and blood reality of a chosen friend. . . . If our country can become great in humility, and
can work earnestly to solve its own problems at the same time that it carries its share of world responsibilities,
it will be through vision of our children, their integrity and idealism, gained in homes like the home in the
‘Little House’ books.” —The Horn Book “Any boy or girl who has access to all the books in the series
will be the richer for their firsthand record of pioneer life in the opening West and for their warm-hearted
human values.” —The New Yorker “The finest firsthand picture of American pioneer life ever written for
children.” —San Francisco Chronicle “It is a matter of great satisfaction and a cause for gratitude that we
can turn to such a group of stories as those of Mrs. Wilder. They ring true in every particular. Their authentic
background, sensitive characterization, their fine integrity and spirit of sturdy independence, make them an
invaluable addition to our list of genuine American stories.” —The New York Times

The HOME BOOK OF VERSE FOR YOUNG FOLKS
Gray werewolf Tom Silver searches the Rockies for the wolves responsible for killing local livestock, but soon
must rescue an imprisoned female werewolf/coyote shifter mix from a plane crash and hide her from her
captors. Original.

Shiver
Recently voted the greatest fantasy of all time, after The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit, Gene Wolfe's The
Book of the New Sun is an extraordinary epic, set a million years in the future, on an Earth transformed in
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mysterious and wondrous ways, in a time when our present culture is no longer even a memory. Severian, the
central character, is a torturer, exiled from his guild after falling in love with one of his victims, and
journeying to the distant city of Thrax, armed with his ancient executioner's sword, Terminus Est. This
edition contains the second two volumes of this four volume novel, The Sword of the Lictor and The Citadel
of the Autarch.

The Werewolf of Fever Swamp
The Silver Town wolf pack has your back Wolf shifter Sarandon Silver's in trouble with the law, and bounty
hunter she-wolf Jenna St. James is determined to bring him in for trial. Lucky for Sarandon, the entire Silver
Town pack is ready to fight for his innocence. But until the case is solved, Jenna's sticking to Sarandon like
glue Silver Town Wolf: Destiny of the Wolf (Book 1) Wolf Fever (Book 2) Dreaming of the Wolf (Book 3)
Silence of the Wolf (Book 4) A Silver Wolf Christmas (Book 5) Alpha Wolf Need Not Apply (Book 6)
Between a Wolf and a Hard Place (Book 7) All's Fair in Love and Wolf (Book 8) What People Are Saying:
"Sweet and sexy."--Fresh Fiction for Between a Wolf and a Hard Place "Spear has become a master
storyteller."--RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars for Alpha Wolf Need Not Apply "Magnificently entertaining."--RT
Book Reviews, 4.5 Stars TOP PICK! for Billionaire in Wolf's Clothing

Destiny of the Wolf
The night the Nazis come to take their mother away, three children escape in a terrifying scramble across the
rooftops. Alone in the chaos of Warsaw they have to learn to survive on their own. Then they meet Jan, a
ragged boy with a paperknife - the silver sword - that they recognize as belonging to their lost father. The
sword becomes their symbol of hope as, with Jan, they begin the hazardous journey across war-torn Eueope
to find their parents. Ian Serraillier's moving account of a family torn apart by war speaks as much to us today
as it did when it was first written.

Dreaming of a White Wolf Christmas
The taming of the shrew… Tallulah Silver is tough. She has to be—because she's the Choctaw tribe's only
female shadow hunter, and because she doesn't know how else to survive the loss that almost destroyed her.
Payton Rodgers has devoted his life to protecting his pack. But when mauled bodies start to pile up in the
bayou, Payton begins to wonder if Tallulah might be right about werewolves deserving the blame. As
darkness gathers around them, Tallulah will have to decide if she can risk opening herself up to love again.
And Payton will have to determine where his true loyalties lie.

Dreaming of the Wolf
An action-packed adventure set in 1930s Africa from global bestseller Wilbur Smith “They recognised in
each other that same restlessness that was always driving them on to new adventure, never staying long
enough in one place or at one job to grow roots, unfettered by offspring or possessions, by spouse or
responsibilities, taking up each new adventure eagerly and discarding it again with our qualms or regrets.
Always moving onwards — never looking backwards.” The wartime race to save a country… When Jake
Barton, American engineer, teams up with English gentleman and hustler Gareth Swales to sell five battered
old Bentleys in 1930s East Africa, neither of them could have imagined that they’d soon be attempting to
smuggle the vehicles into Ethiopia to support the war effort, in return for a huge reward. But to do this,
they’ll have to manoeuvre past several extremely hostile European forces, as well as managing their feelings
for Vicky Camberwell, the beautiful journalist who has been sent with them to report on the brutal violence
of the Italian invasion of Ethiopia. The three adventurers are about to discover that some battles are more
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than they can handle…

Cry Wolf
Anne Rice is back, with more werewolves, gothic mansions and epic battles between good and evil It is the
beginning of December and it is cold and grey outside. In the stately flickering hearths of the grand mansion
of Nideck Point, oak fires are burning. The Morphenkinder are busy getting ready for the ancient pagan feast
of midwinter. Everyone is invited, including some of their own who do not wish them well Reuben Golding,
the newest of the Morphenkinder, is struggling with his new existence as a Man Wolf, struggling to learn to
control his desires and bloodthirsty urges. His pure, luminous girlfriend Laura seems all set to join him in this
new way of life, but Reuben is not at all certain he will love her if she becomes as he is. Beyond the mansion,
the forest echoes with howling winds, which carry with them tales of a strange nether world, and of spirits –
centuries old – who possess their own fantastical ancient histories and taunt with their dark, magical powers.
As preparations for the feast gather pace, destiny continues to hound Reuben, not least in the form of a
strange, tormented ghost who appears at the window, unable to speak. But he is not alone: before the
festivities are over, choices must be made – choices which will decide the fate of the Morphenkinder for
ever.

The Office
As the influx of Highlanders arrive in the US, Cameron's brother Grant comes too. Intent on carrying out his
brother's bonding ritual, and returning home as quickly as possible. However, there are some surprises in
store for Grant. Ones that are forever life changing, and which will test the very bonds of his friendship with
one of his closest friends. When Cam and Jinx find a young, lone, Panther Shifter in the forest, injured and
facing up to an enraged bear, they do the only thing they can; they take on the bear to save the Panther. On
finding out the youngster has no Pack, no family, Cam offers him a home and hopes he hasn't made a
mistake admitting a rogue Panther. With Jacob finally getting his own bonding ritual, he feels as if he and
Rebecca have passed the test of their blossoming relationship. That is, until disaster strikes and a new threat
emerges; one he never envisaged. Can the Highlanders integrate with the rest of the Pack? Will Grant accept
his fate? And can Cameron keep everything together; including his multi-billion dollar enterprise? Find out
in Highland Wolf Clan, Book 3, New Beginnings by A K Michaels
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